MP4Fix saves your day!

Contact us: press@mp4fix.com

MP4Fix will make a noise in the world soon!
MP4Fix Video Repair Tool is the only App on the Google Play Store that
recovers corrupted phone videos in mp4 format. MP4Fix repairs videos
broken by camera crash, dead battery and lack of memory.
With 500 000 downloads and more than 5 000 five stars ratings MP4Fix
proves its r eliability.
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Details
MP4Fix searches for crashed files and shows
all broken items on the list.
It’s easy to choose the one to fix.
There are 3 types of icons that describe video
files:
a crashed video
a fixed video
a file that can’t be fixed because of lack
of data
To use the App another correctly recorded
video is necessary. The correctly recorded file
provides the video “header” to the broken
one. The video “header” contains information
about the file that is lost when the video is
broken.
The correctly recorded file has to be recorded
on the same phone, using the same App as
the broken one. It has a twin “header” then
and can be used to repair the broken video.
MP4Fix suggests the correct video but it can
be changed if necessary.
Selecting repair button starts the repair
process.
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The duration of repair process depends on the size and the type of a
crashed file. Usually it takes from few seconds to few minutes. In some
special cases it can be even few hours. Still, the phone can be used
normally during the process.

MP4Fix keeps the broken file unchanged and new, repaired file is
created. The fixed video can be previewed for free anytime. It can be
enough for less important videos. Watching full screen, saving and
sharing requires a small one-time purchase of “Premium Features”. The
purchase is valid indefinitely.
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MP4Fix is sociable
● we o
 ffer competent e-mail support (hello@mp4fix.com)
● In 2017 MP4Fix website was created
● In 2017 we launched Y
 ouTube Channel and our first v
 ideo
● Facebook Profile is growing every week:)
We listen to our clients and love their comments:
“Holy cow its worked! My 30m video worked. Was worth every penny, thanks.”
“Outfrickingstanding!!!!”
“The best app. I can’t even think about getting the file back. WOW loved it.”
“This app cost the price of a gourmet sandwich. Thank you creator for making this
very easy, intuitive, simple and effective app... you earned every cent.”
“If I could rate it 10 stars I would, repaired my long damaged video in few
seconds!”

Lastly, a bit about the MP4Fix beginnings
Once upon a time there was no App to fix broken phone videos. There
was only an expensive and complicated computer software not suited
for fixing simple phone videos. Suddenly in 2015 some smart developer
lost his phone video where he was recording his sweet crawling
daughter. Enough is enough! In the same year he developed MP4Fix
App that fixes his and hundreds and thousands other phone videos.
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